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About This Game

Enter the VRMMO world of the much-loved anime SWORD ART ONLINE! In Alfheim Online, a world of fairies and magic,
you become the hero of the series, Kirito, and together with your wondrous friends try to conquer the floating land of Svart

Alfheim. Soar freely through its skies and take down all powerful enemies who dare appear before you!

Experience fast-paced battles in the air and on the ground, and seamless action sequences in a game that makes you feel freer
than ever before! Choose your skills and how you want to evolve; it's all up to you! And remember: the more you grow, the

more epic the battles!

Seven, Rain, and Sumeragi from "Lost Song" join the anime regulars in a brand new story!
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Title: Sword Art Online: Lost Song
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Artdink
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
Sword Art Online: Lost Song
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 / AMD A8-5600K

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 / Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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#TrashOrTreasure. eghh... Nope... Personally, I don't like this novel.

Pros

+Pretty animated characters
+If you want to know something more about Japanese culture then this novel is right for you. It tells and highlights the most
important things about Japan

Cons
-PLEASE! DEVELOPER GUY! PLEASE, I BEG YOU! CAN YOU ADD OPTION TO TURN OF BACKGROUND
MUSIC... GOD! IT'S SO F****** ANNOYING! Same goes for auto Japanese voice. Every time it disturbs me from reading.
-Awkward and weird. It's so weird in the way how the main character acts about things or interacts. In one hour I facepalmed
myself like 20x.. Pretty ♥♥♥♥in dank game. Picked it up for 4 dollars when it was on sale. Best four dollars ever.. What the
other review says. There's an angle between where your cursor rests and the direction the character shoots, and it's not a small
one either - it's like 120\u00b0. The hit boxes are all messed up, to the extent that you can't even move along the floor fluidly,
and the aliens have trouble attacking you because of hitbox repulsion. I shot some aliens and the was able to easily step outside
the level and drift across empty space.
Then I had to farm for 4 minutes to leave this review.. DLC Provides
3 new pieces of equipment
5 New encounter cards
1 New companion
1 Disappointly simple challenge
1 "New" race in endless Mode

I have to say that though this DLC isn't bad it isn't good either. The lack of content for price is disappointingly bleak.
Equipment wise you get a new sword, a sheild and an artifact. None of which are platinum or brimstone.The sword comes with
a single quest task which yields a slightly better version of the same sword.
As to encounters there are 4 basic ones and 1 platinum though this is alright it would have been nice if these cards unlocked
other cards we could explore
The companion is by far the best part of this DLC but with everything else falling short you might prefer to wait for a sale.
The challenge was boring? Well maybe not boring but kind of simple to overcome.
Lastly you get a "New" race in endless. Which most players will note fairly quickly are just reskined skeletons that have a habit
of bugging out when they respawn. Resulting in the ai freezing in position or turning invisible.

So if you're really desprite for content then have at it but otherwise just wait till it goes on sale because the amount\/quality of
content presented is really not worth the asking price.
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Update- So there has been a few updates and the "New" race appears to be fixed.

Though still reskined skeletons, they now instead of bugging out when you kill them one of two things will occur, they will
respawn or a magic zone will appear. This zone will come in one of two types either it'll be a damage over time zone or one the
snares the player when they enter\/. It's alright for what it is. I'd recommend based on a low price and a decent new spin on a
time based survival game.

It can get pretty difficult and getting used to the auto craft system is rather annoying but having said that, the auto craft allows
for a degree of pace to the game that I figure the developers were going for.
It's pretty simplistic with the crafting and the goal to escape the island is pretty clear, they've even tried to add story elements
which is pretty good considering it's in early access.
There is a lot of potential here, much like minecraft in it's early stages to be fair.

If you were interested I have recorded the intro and turtorial as well a the first day (after I learn't to play it!) As I find videos are
quite helpful in helping me decide to buy games etc.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HgcWrLMYBAU
As well as a full playthrough with the ending on the same channel.

The game itself is pretty short, but with generated terrain every time you play is something a bit different. The turtorial isn't
much to go off of and you are left learning on the fly which, again, adds to the degree of pace of the game.

I'll defo be checking up on it's progress as it updates and keen to see what it becomes.

5\/7. The worst optimized ridiculous funked up game in the world ! Never buy it or install this garbage .
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Not a bad game, but, seriously 0 people in game. Kinda sucks. seems like it has potential.. Awesome game
 A simple game with sweet graphics and good physics and awesome soundtrack.. The CD key I got does not even work.. Only
played single player. It was fun, slightly above average shooter considering the added character of the Aliens and Predators. The
story is straight out of a comic book, its cliche... c'mon, you're either here because Aliens: Colonial Marines shot itself in the
foot with its Pulse Rifle and you want to shoot some Xenos with a Predator or two are sprinkled in or you came for the
multiplayer which at this point is kinda dead. All in all, a fun time, not great, but miles away from bad.. Since the newest patch,
the game is playable and has a lot of potential. As long as the developer continues to put upgrades to fix this and some other
items, I would recommend this game.
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